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Fixed order: 
• conceptually simple, ``minimally ambiguous’’ framework 
• if input parameters are known well enough: first-principle 

predictions up to (ΛQCD/Q)k ~ percent or better → N2/3LO 
• direct access to fiducial region 

Caveats: 
• only available for relatively simple final states 
• observable FJ must be ``inclusive enough’’, i.e. insensitive to IR 

regions
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The N3LO era: inclusive results
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To a large extent, inclusive N3LO for 2 → 1 processes has been solved
[Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Furlan, Gehrmann, Herzog, Lazopoulos, Mistlberger (2016-…); 

Duhr, Dulat, Mistlberger (2020-21)]
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FIG. 2 The cross section as a function of the invariant mass Q2 of the lepton pair for small (left) and large (right)
values of Q.

the central scales). We note that this behaviour does not
depend on our choice of the central scale, but we observe
the same behaviour when the central scale is chosen as
Q/2. Since this is a new feature which has not been ob-
served so far for inclusive N3LO cross section, we analyse
it in some detail.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the cross section for an
invariant mass Q = 100 GeV on one scale with the other
held fixed at the central scale Q = 100 GeV. The bands
are again obtained by varying the scale by a factor of
two up and down around the central scale. We see that
in both cases the NNLO and N3LO bands do not over-
lap. Furthermore, we see that for the µR dependence the
width of the band is substantially reduced when going
from NNLO to N3LO. For the µF dependence, however,
the width of the band is increasing from NNLO to N3LO.
We note that this statement depends on the choice of the
value of Q2 considered as well as the centre-of-mass en-
ergy of the hadron collider. It would be interesting in
how far this observation is related to the missing N3LO
PDFs (keeping in mind that in that case one could not
disentangle completely the PDF-TH and scale uncertain-
ties anymore).

Fig. 4 shows the relative contribution of the di↵erent
partonic channels as a function of the invariant mass Q2

to the N3LO correction of the DY cross section. We see
that the cross section is dominated by the qq̄, qg and gg
channels. While the qg channel gives a large and pos-
itive contribution, the qq̄ channel (and to a lesser ex-
tend also the gg channel) gives a negative contribution
which largely cancels the contribution from the qg chan-
nel. The same cancellation happens already in the case
of the NNLO corrections to an even larger extent. Given
the sizeable cancellation of di↵erent partonic initial state
contributions, small numerical changes in the parton dis-
tribution functions will have an enhanced e↵ect on the
prediction of the DY cross section. Consequently, esti-
mating and improving on the sources of uncertainties re-
lated to parton distribution functions considered in Fig. 1
is of great importance.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented for the first time the complete com-
putation of the N3LO corrections in QCD for the pro-
duction of a lepton pair from a virtual photon. Our main
findings are percent level corrections to the hadronic cross
section and an overall reduction of dependence on the
perturbative scales. The size of this corrections is con-
sistent with N3LO corrections to Higgs boson production
in gluon-fusion [17–19] and bottom-quark-fusion [20] and
indicates the importance of N3LO corrections to LHC
processes for phenomenology conducted at the percent
level.

In the region of small invariant masses where the con-
tribution from the Z boson is small, Q . 50 GeV, the
photon contribution computed here is the dominant part
of the cross section. For other kinematic regions we ex-
pect the K-factor of the Z boson contribution to behave
qualitatively very similarly to the photon contribution
and our results provide essential information. We see
from Fig. 2 that our computation substantially reduces
the dependence of the cross section on the renormalisa-
tion and factorisation scales. In contrast to the correc-
tions to Higgs boson production, however, the shift of
the predicted value of the DY cross section due to the in-
clusion of N3LO corrections is not contained in the naive
scale variation bands of NNLO predictions for all values
of Q. We emphasise that this should not be interpreted
as an indication of a breakdown of perturbative QCD,
but rather as a sign that uncertainty estimates based on
a purely conventional variation of the scales should be
taken with a grain of salt. Moreover, we observe an intri-
cate pattern of large cancellations of contributions from
di↵erent partonic initial states at NNLO and N3LO. This
implies a large sensitivity of the cross section on rela-
tively small shifts in parton distribution functions. In
combination with the fact that the DY process is a key
ingredient for the determination of PDFs, this motivates
to push for parton distributions determined from N3LO
cross sections in the future. It also hints at am intri-
cate entanglement of PDFs and the structure of QCD
cross sections, so that the uncertainty estimate obtained
from scale variation cannot be completely disentangled
from the PDF-TH uncertainties. The perturbative un-
certainty should rather be seen as the combination of

Figure 3: The cross sections for producing a W+ (left) or W� (right) as a function of the

virtuality Q normalised to the N3LO prediction. The uncertainty bands are obtained by

varying µF and µR around the central scale µcent = Q. The dashed magenta line indicates

the physical W boson mass, Q = mW .

virtual photon production in ref. [10], hinting once more towards a universality of the

QCD corrections to these processes.
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Figure 4: The cross sections for producing a W+ (left) or W� (right) as a function of

the virtuality Q. The uncertainty bands are obtained by varying µF and µR around the

central scale µcent = Q/2. The dashed magenta line indicates the physical W boson mass,

Q = mW .

Figure 4 shows the scale variation of the cross section with a di↵erent choice for the

central scale, µcent = Q/2. It is known that for Higgs production a smaller choice of the

factorisation scale leads to an improved convergence pattern and the bands from scale

variations are strictly contained in one another. We observe here that the two scale choices

share the same qualitative features.

The fact that the scale variation bands do not overlap puts some doubt on whether

it gives a reliable estimate of the missing higher orders in perturbation theory, or whether

other approaches should be explored (cf., e.g., refs. [85, 86]). In ref. [10] it was noted that

for virtual photon production there is a particularly large cancellation between di↵erent

initial state configurations. We observe here the same in the case of W boson production.

This cancellation may contribute to the particularly small NNLO corrections and scale

variation bands, and it may be a consequence of the somewhat arbitrary split of the content
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FIG. 3: The gluon fusion cross-section at all perturbative or-
ders through N3LO in the scale interval [mH

4 ,mH ] as a func-

tion of the center-of-mass energy
p
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top-quark is infinitely heavy and can be integrated out,
see eq. (2). Moreover, we assumed that all other quarks
have a zero Yukawa coupling. Finite quark mass e↵ects
are important, but it is su�cient that they are inlcuded
through NLO or NNLO. Indeed, finite quark-mass e↵ects
have been computed fully through NLO in QCD [30],
while subleading top-quark mass corrections have been
computed at NNLO systematically as an expansion in
the inverse top-quark mass [34]. In these references it
was observed that through NLO finite quark mass ef-
fects amount to about 8% of the K-factor. At NNLO,
the known 1

mtop
corrections a↵ect the cross-section at

the ⇠ 1% level. A potentially significant contribution
at NNLO which has not yet been computed in the lit-
erature originates from diagrams with both a top and
bottom quark Yukawa coupling. Assuming a similar per-
turbative pattern as for top-quark only diagrams in the
e↵ective theory, eq. (2), higher-order e↵ects could be of
the order of 2%. We thus conclude that the computation
of the top-bottom interference through NNLO is highly
desired in the near future.

Finally, the computation of the hadronic cross-section
relies crucially on the knowledge of the strong coupling
constant and the parton densities. After our calculation,
the uncertainty coming from these quantities has become
dominant. Further progress in the determination of par-
ton densities must be anticipated in the next few years
due to the inclusion of LHC data in the global fits and the
impressive advances in NNLO computations, improving
the theoretical accuracy of many standard candle pro-
cesses.

To conclude, we have presented in this Letter the
computation of the gluon-fusion Higgs production cross-
section through N3LO in perturbative QCD. While a
thorough study of the impact of electroweak and quark
mass e↵ects is left for future work, we expect that the re-
maining theoretical uncertainty on the inclusive Higgs
production cross-section is expected to be reduced to
roughly half, which will bring important benefits in the
study of the properties of the Higgs boson at the LHC
Run 2. Besides its direct phenomenological impact, we
believe that our result is also a major advance in our un-
derstanding of perturbative QCD, as it opens the door to
push the theoretical predictions for large classes of inclu-
sive processes to N3LO accuracy, like Drell-Yan produc-
tion, associated Higgs production and Higgs production
via bottom fusion. Moreover, on the more technical side,
our result constitutes the first independent validation of
the gluon splitting function at NNLO [14], because the
latter is required to cancel all the infrared poles in the
inclusive cross-section. In addition, we expect that the
techniques developed throughout this work are not re-
stricted to inclusive cross-sections, but it should be pos-
sible to extend them to certain classes of di↵erential dis-
tributions, like rapidity distributions for Drell-Yan and
Higgs production, thereby paving the way to a new era
of precision QCD.
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FIG. 1 Variation of the hadronic cross section with the
hadronic centre-of-mass energy. The upper figure shows
nominal values, in the lower figure all predictions are nor-
malised to the central value of the N3LO prediction. LO,
NLO, NNLO and N3LO corrections are shown in green,
yellow, blue and red respectively. The bands correspond
to scale variation uncertainties as described in the text.

counterterm for the strong coupling constant has been de-
termined through five loops in Refs. [58–62]. The renor-
malisation constant for the Yukawa coupling is identical
to the quark mass renormalisation constant of QCD in
the MS-scheme [19, 60, 63–65]. IR divergences are ab-
sorbed into the definition of the PDFs using mass factori-
sation at N3LO [66–68]. The mass factorisation involves
convoluting lower-order partonic cross sections with the
three-loop splitting functions of Refs. [69–71]. We have
computed all the convolutions analytically in z space us-
ing the PolyLogTools package [72]. We observe that
all divergences cancel after UV renormalisation and mass
factorisation. We emphasise that this is not only a strong
cross check of our result, but, together with the results of
Ref. [28] for gluon-initiated processes, this is the first time
that the complete set of three-loop splitting functions of
Refs. [69, 70] has been confirmed by an independent an-
alytic computation. Moreover, this is the first time that
the universality of QCD factorisation has been confirmed
for hadron collisions for all partonic initial states.

The analytic cancellation of all ultraviolet and infrared
singularities provides a strong check of our results. In ad-
dition, we have reproduced the soft-virtual N3LO cross
section of Ref. [73] and the physical kernel constraints
of Ref. [74–76] for the next-to-soft term of the bottom-
quark-initiated cross section. We have also checked that
all logarithmic terms in the renormalisation and factori-
sation scales produced from the cancellation of the UV

and IR poles satisfy the DGLAP evolution equation. Fi-
nally, we have also recomputed the NLO and NNLO cross
sections, and we have checked that through NNLO our re-
sults are in perfect agreement with the literature results
implemented in the code Sushi [77]. Analytic results
for the partonic coe�cient functions will be presented in
ref. [78].

BOTTOM-QUARK FUSION AT N3LO IN QCD

In this section we present our phenomenological re-
sults for inclusive cross section for bottom-quark fusion
at N3LO in QCD. We assume a Higgs mass of mH =
125.09 GeV. The strong coupling is ↵s(m2

Z
) = 0.118 and

is evolved to the renormalisation scale µr using the four-
loop QCD beta function in the MS-scheme assuming five
massless quark flavours. The Yukawa coupling between
the Higgs boson and the bottom quark is proportional to
the bottom-quark mass in the MS-scheme, and we evolve
it from mb(mb) = 4.18 GeV [79] to the same renormali-
sation scale µr using four-loop running [65].

Fig. 1 shows the inclusive cross section at a proton-
proton collider as a function of the hadronic centre-of-
mass energy. The predictions are obtained by convolut-
ing the partonic cross sections with the PDF4LHC15

NNLO PDFs in the 5FS [80]1 as in eq. (1). The cen-
tral value corresponds to the commonly used choice of
the renormalisation and factorisation scales (µr, µf ) =
(mH ,mH/4) following for example refs. [19, 83]. The
band is obtained by varying µr and µf indepen-
dently within the intervals µr 2 [mh, 2mh] and µf 2
[mh/8,mh/2] with the restriction that 1/2  4µf/µr 
2. We observe that cross section predictions based on
successive perturbative orders are contained within the
bands of the lower order predictions over a wide range
of hadronic centre of mass energies. The dependence
on the renormalisation and factorisation scales of the
hadronic cross section is reduced as the perturbative or-
der is increased. We therefore believe that the resid-
ual scale dependence provides a reliable estimate of the
missing higher orders beyond N3LO. Let us comment
on the unconventionally small choice of the factorisation
scale, µf = mH/4. At NLO it was observed [83–86]

1
It was pointed out in Ref. [24] that multiple di↵erent values for

the bottom quark mass were used in the construction of the

PDF4LHC15 sets and an alternative PDF was derived. A PDF

set where bottom mass e↵ects are consistently included into the

pdf4lhc nnlo mc set is avilable from Ref. [81] (see also Ref. [82]).

We find that using the PDF set of Ref. [81] introduces a O(1%)

shift of the central value of our cross section. Since the modifi-

cation using the alternative PDF set is small we choose to use

the o�cial PDF4LHC15 sets of Ref. [80] in our predictions for

generality. For further discussion of bottom quark mass e↵ects

we refer to Ref. [78].
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Inclusive Drell-Yan at N3LO
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In the EW region Q~100 GeV: ~2-3% N3LO vs per-mill NNLO

Band only overlap at large Q2 → trouble in the high-precision region?
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FIG. 2 The cross section as a function of the invariant mass Q2 of the lepton pair for small (left) and large (right)
values of Q.

the central scales). We note that this behaviour does not
depend on our choice of the central scale, but we observe
the same behaviour when the central scale is chosen as
Q/2. Since this is a new feature which has not been ob-
served so far for inclusive N3LO cross section, we analyse
it in some detail.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the cross section for an
invariant mass Q = 100 GeV on one scale with the other
held fixed at the central scale Q = 100 GeV. The bands
are again obtained by varying the scale by a factor of
two up and down around the central scale. We see that
in both cases the NNLO and N3LO bands do not over-
lap. Furthermore, we see that for the µR dependence the
width of the band is substantially reduced when going
from NNLO to N3LO. For the µF dependence, however,
the width of the band is increasing from NNLO to N3LO.
We note that this statement depends on the choice of the
value of Q2 considered as well as the centre-of-mass en-
ergy of the hadron collider. It would be interesting in
how far this observation is related to the missing N3LO
PDFs (keeping in mind that in that case one could not
disentangle completely the PDF-TH and scale uncertain-
ties anymore).

Fig. 4 shows the relative contribution of the di↵erent
partonic channels as a function of the invariant mass Q2

to the N3LO correction of the DY cross section. We see
that the cross section is dominated by the qq̄, qg and gg
channels. While the qg channel gives a large and pos-
itive contribution, the qq̄ channel (and to a lesser ex-
tend also the gg channel) gives a negative contribution
which largely cancels the contribution from the qg chan-
nel. The same cancellation happens already in the case
of the NNLO corrections to an even larger extent. Given
the sizeable cancellation of di↵erent partonic initial state
contributions, small numerical changes in the parton dis-
tribution functions will have an enhanced e↵ect on the
prediction of the DY cross section. Consequently, esti-
mating and improving on the sources of uncertainties re-
lated to parton distribution functions considered in Fig. 1
is of great importance.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented for the first time the complete com-
putation of the N3LO corrections in QCD for the pro-
duction of a lepton pair from a virtual photon. Our main
findings are percent level corrections to the hadronic cross
section and an overall reduction of dependence on the
perturbative scales. The size of this corrections is con-
sistent with N3LO corrections to Higgs boson production
in gluon-fusion [17–19] and bottom-quark-fusion [20] and
indicates the importance of N3LO corrections to LHC
processes for phenomenology conducted at the percent
level.

In the region of small invariant masses where the con-
tribution from the Z boson is small, Q . 50 GeV, the
photon contribution computed here is the dominant part
of the cross section. For other kinematic regions we ex-
pect the K-factor of the Z boson contribution to behave
qualitatively very similarly to the photon contribution
and our results provide essential information. We see
from Fig. 2 that our computation substantially reduces
the dependence of the cross section on the renormalisa-
tion and factorisation scales. In contrast to the correc-
tions to Higgs boson production, however, the shift of
the predicted value of the DY cross section due to the in-
clusion of N3LO corrections is not contained in the naive
scale variation bands of NNLO predictions for all values
of Q. We emphasise that this should not be interpreted
as an indication of a breakdown of perturbative QCD,
but rather as a sign that uncertainty estimates based on
a purely conventional variation of the scales should be
taken with a grain of salt. Moreover, we observe an intri-
cate pattern of large cancellations of contributions from
di↵erent partonic initial states at NNLO and N3LO. This
implies a large sensitivity of the cross section on rela-
tively small shifts in parton distribution functions. In
combination with the fact that the DY process is a key
ingredient for the determination of PDFs, this motivates
to push for parton distributions determined from N3LO
cross sections in the future. It also hints at am intri-
cate entanglement of PDFs and the structure of QCD
cross sections, so that the uncertainty estimate obtained
from scale variation cannot be completely disentangled
from the PDF-TH uncertainties. The perturbative un-
certainty should rather be seen as the combination of
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FIG. 2 The cross section as a function of the invariant mass Q2 of the lepton pair for small (left) and large (right)
values of Q.

the central scales). We note that this behaviour does not
depend on our choice of the central scale, but we observe
the same behaviour when the central scale is chosen as
Q/2. Since this is a new feature which has not been ob-
served so far for inclusive N3LO cross section, we analyse
it in some detail.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the cross section for an
invariant mass Q = 100 GeV on one scale with the other
held fixed at the central scale Q = 100 GeV. The bands
are again obtained by varying the scale by a factor of
two up and down around the central scale. We see that
in both cases the NNLO and N3LO bands do not over-
lap. Furthermore, we see that for the µR dependence the
width of the band is substantially reduced when going
from NNLO to N3LO. For the µF dependence, however,
the width of the band is increasing from NNLO to N3LO.
We note that this statement depends on the choice of the
value of Q2 considered as well as the centre-of-mass en-
ergy of the hadron collider. It would be interesting in
how far this observation is related to the missing N3LO
PDFs (keeping in mind that in that case one could not
disentangle completely the PDF-TH and scale uncertain-
ties anymore).

Fig. 4 shows the relative contribution of the di↵erent
partonic channels as a function of the invariant mass Q2

to the N3LO correction of the DY cross section. We see
that the cross section is dominated by the qq̄, qg and gg
channels. While the qg channel gives a large and pos-
itive contribution, the qq̄ channel (and to a lesser ex-
tend also the gg channel) gives a negative contribution
which largely cancels the contribution from the qg chan-
nel. The same cancellation happens already in the case
of the NNLO corrections to an even larger extent. Given
the sizeable cancellation of di↵erent partonic initial state
contributions, small numerical changes in the parton dis-
tribution functions will have an enhanced e↵ect on the
prediction of the DY cross section. Consequently, esti-
mating and improving on the sources of uncertainties re-
lated to parton distribution functions considered in Fig. 1
is of great importance.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented for the first time the complete com-
putation of the N3LO corrections in QCD for the pro-
duction of a lepton pair from a virtual photon. Our main
findings are percent level corrections to the hadronic cross
section and an overall reduction of dependence on the
perturbative scales. The size of this corrections is con-
sistent with N3LO corrections to Higgs boson production
in gluon-fusion [17–19] and bottom-quark-fusion [20] and
indicates the importance of N3LO corrections to LHC
processes for phenomenology conducted at the percent
level.

In the region of small invariant masses where the con-
tribution from the Z boson is small, Q . 50 GeV, the
photon contribution computed here is the dominant part
of the cross section. For other kinematic regions we ex-
pect the K-factor of the Z boson contribution to behave
qualitatively very similarly to the photon contribution
and our results provide essential information. We see
from Fig. 2 that our computation substantially reduces
the dependence of the cross section on the renormalisa-
tion and factorisation scales. In contrast to the correc-
tions to Higgs boson production, however, the shift of
the predicted value of the DY cross section due to the in-
clusion of N3LO corrections is not contained in the naive
scale variation bands of NNLO predictions for all values
of Q. We emphasise that this should not be interpreted
as an indication of a breakdown of perturbative QCD,
but rather as a sign that uncertainty estimates based on
a purely conventional variation of the scales should be
taken with a grain of salt. Moreover, we observe an intri-
cate pattern of large cancellations of contributions from
di↵erent partonic initial states at NNLO and N3LO. This
implies a large sensitivity of the cross section on rela-
tively small shifts in parton distribution functions. In
combination with the fact that the DY process is a key
ingredient for the determination of PDFs, this motivates
to push for parton distributions determined from N3LO
cross sections in the future. It also hints at am intri-
cate entanglement of PDFs and the structure of QCD
cross sections, so that the uncertainty estimate obtained
from scale variation cannot be completely disentangled
from the PDF-TH uncertainties. The perturbative un-
certainty should rather be seen as the combination of

Figure 3: The cross sections for producing a W+ (left) or W� (right) as a function of the

virtuality Q normalised to the N3LO prediction. The uncertainty bands are obtained by

varying µF and µR around the central scale µcent = Q. The dashed magenta line indicates

the physical W boson mass, Q = mW .

virtual photon production in ref. [10], hinting once more towards a universality of the

QCD corrections to these processes.
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Figure 4: The cross sections for producing a W+ (left) or W� (right) as a function of

the virtuality Q. The uncertainty bands are obtained by varying µF and µR around the

central scale µcent = Q/2. The dashed magenta line indicates the physical W boson mass,

Q = mW .

Figure 4 shows the scale variation of the cross section with a di↵erent choice for the

central scale, µcent = Q/2. It is known that for Higgs production a smaller choice of the

factorisation scale leads to an improved convergence pattern and the bands from scale

variations are strictly contained in one another. We observe here that the two scale choices

share the same qualitative features.

The fact that the scale variation bands do not overlap puts some doubt on whether

it gives a reliable estimate of the missing higher orders in perturbation theory, or whether

other approaches should be explored (cf., e.g., refs. [85, 86]). In ref. [10] it was noted that

for virtual photon production there is a particularly large cancellation between di↵erent

initial state configurations. We observe here the same in the case of W boson production.

This cancellation may contribute to the particularly small NNLO corrections and scale

variation bands, and it may be a consequence of the somewhat arbitrary split of the content

– 7 –

of the proton into quarks and gluons. If these cancellations play a role in the observed

perturbative convergence pattern, then it implies that one cannot decouple the study of

the perturbative convergence from the structure of the proton encoded in the PDFs. We

will return to this point below, when we discuss the e↵ect of PDFs on our cross section

predictions.
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Figure 5: The cross sections for producing a W+ (left) or W� (right) as a function of

the virtuality Q. The uncertainty bands are obtained by varying µF and µR around the

central scale µcent = Q. The dashed magenta line indicates the physical W boson mass,

Q = mW .

Figure 5 shows the production cross section for an o↵-shell W boson normalised to the

prediction at N3LO for a larger range of virtualities (Q  2TeV). We see that for larger

values of the virtuality (Q > 550GeV) the bands derived from scale variation at NNLO

and N3LO start to overlap. We also observe a more typical shrinking of the scale variation

bands as well as a small correction at N3LO.

Figure 6: The cross sections for producing a lepton-neutrino pair via an o↵-shell W boson

as a function of the invariant mass of the final state, or equivalently the virtuality of the

W boson, cf. eq. (2.1).

Figure 6 shows the nominal production cross section of a lepton-neutrino pair at the

LHC at 13 TeV centre of mass energy, as defined in eq. (2.1).

Figure 7 shows the variation of K-factors as a function of the energy of the hadron

collider for Q = 100 GeV. The orange, blue and red bands correspond to predictions

with the perturbative cross section truncated at NLO, NNLO and N3LO, and the size

of the band is obtained by performing a 7-point variation of (µF , µR) around the central

scale µcent = Q. We observe that the NLO, NNLO and N3LO K-factors are relatively

independent of the centre of mass energy. Furthermore, we see that the bands due to scale

– 8 –

γ*

W+



Neutral-current DY: flavour decomposition

6

Per-mille NNLO: unnaturally small. Very large cancellations

5

FIG. 3 Dependence of the cross section on either µF or µR with the other scale held fixed.

the two. Finally, we believe that our findings warrant
a critical revision of the strategy to assess perturbative
uncertainties and the consequences thereof on PDF de-
termination etc.
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N3LO PDFs not available → order mismatch
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Figure 8: Sources of uncertainty as a function of Q for the W+ (left) and W� (right)

K-factors. �(PDF), �(PDF+↵S) and the sum of �(PDF+↵S) and �(PDF-TH) are shown

in orange, red and green respectively. The dashed magenta line indicates the physical W

boson mass, Q = mW .

Figure 8 displays the uncertainties �(PDF), �(PDF+↵S) and �(PDF-TH) as a function

of Q in orange, red and green respectively. In particular, the green band indicates the sum

�(PDF+↵S)+�(PDF-TH). Our findings for �(PDF) are compatible with the results of for

example refs. [84, 87] where PDF e↵ects on W boson cross sections were discussed in more

detail. We observe that the estimate for �(PDF-TH) plays a significant role especially for

low values of Q. The traditional PDF uncertainty has a stronger impact for larger values

of Q. Overall, we observe that the relative size of �(PDF) and �(PDF-TH) is large in

comparison to the e↵ect of varying the scales. We conclude that future improvements in

the precision of the prediction of this observable will have to tackle the problem of the

uncertainties discussed here. In particular, we emphasize that the relatively large size of

�(PDF-TH) can potentially have a substantial impact on the central value of the N3LO

correction, especially for smaller values of Q. As discussed above, there are large intricate

cancellations between di↵erent initial state channels at N3LO. This implies that a small

relative change of quark vs. gluon parton densities at N3LO may have an enhanced e↵ect

on the perturbative cross section as a result. We can only wonder if the usage of true

N3LO parton densities could lead to N3LO predictions that are fully contained in the scale

variation band of the previous order. However, in the absence of N3LO PDFs, we can

only stress the importance estimating an uncertainty due to the missing N3LO PDFs and

suggest �(PDF-TH) as a possible estimator.

4 Predictions for cross section ratios

In the previous section, we have seen that the conventional variation of the perturbative

scales by a factor of 2 does not give a reliable estimate of the size of the missing higher

orders. This motivates us to study the ratios of cross sections for the production of gauge

bosons with virtuality Q:

RXY (Q) =
�X(Q)

�Y (Q)
, X, Y 2 {W±, �⇤} . (4.1)

– 10 –

Figure 7: The cross sections for producing a W+ (left) or W� (right) as a function of

the hadronic centre of mass energy for Q = 100 GeV. The uncertainty bands are obtained

by varying µF and µR around the central scale µcent = Q (see text for details).

variation at NNLO and N3LO do not overlap for a large range of center of mass energies.

However, the gap is narrowed at the extreme end of the range of energies considered here.

Parton distribution functions are extracted from a large set of measurements and are

consequently subject to an uncertainty related to the input as well as to the methodology

used to extract the PDFs. Here, we follow the prescription of ref. [84] for the compu-

tation of PDF uncertainties �(PDF) using the Monte Carlo method. Furthermore, also

the strong coupling constant is an input parameter for our computation. The PDF set

PDF4LHC15 nnlo mc uses ↵S = 0.118 as a central value and two additional PDF sets are

available that allow for the correlated variation of the strong coupling constant in the

partonic cross section and the PDF sets to ↵up

S = 0.1195 and ↵down

S = 0.1165. This sets

allow us to deduce an uncertainty �(↵S) on our cross section following the prescription of

ref. [84]. We combine the PDF and strong coupling constant uncertainties in quadrature

to give

�(PDF + ↵S) =
p
�(PDF)2 + �(↵S)2 . (3.3)

In our computation we use NNLO-PDFs, because currently there is no available PDF

set extracted from data with N3LO accuracy. It is tantalising to speculate if the observed

convergence pattern is related to the mismatch in perturbative order used for the PDFs and

the partonic cross section. We estimate the potential impact of this mismatch on our cross

section predictions using a prescription introduced in ref. [5] that studies the variation of

the NNLO cross section as NNLO- or NLO-PDFs are used. This defines the PDF theory

uncertainty

�(PDF-TH) =
1

2

�����
�(2), NNLO-PDFs

W± � �(2), NLO-PDFs

W±

�(2), NNLO-PDFs

W±

����� . (3.4)

Here, the factor 1

2
is introduced as it is expected that this e↵ect becomes smaller at N3LO

compared to NNLO.

– 9 –

•~ 2% PDF-TH error in the EW region 
•significant fraction of the error 

budget 

•same order of ``standard’’ PDF+αs

3

z ! 0 [65, 66]. Finally, we have also checked that all
logarithmic terms in the renormalisation and factorisa-
tion scales produced from the cancellation of the UV and
IR poles satisfy the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi (DGLAP) evolution equation [67–69].

PHENOMENOLOGICAL RESULTS

In this section we present our phenomenological re-
sults for lepton-pair production via an o↵-shell photon at
N3LO in QCD. The strong coupling is ↵s(m2

Z) = 0.118,
and we evolve it to the renormalisation scale µr using the
four-loop QCD beta function in the MS-scheme assuming
Nf = 5 active, massless quark flavours. In the remainder
of this section we present our results for the cross section
as a function of the invariant mass of the lepton pair, and
we discuss the sources of uncertainty that a↵ect it.

Q/GeV KN
3
LO

QCD �(scale) �(PDF+↵S) �(PDF-TH)
�
(0)
Z+�⇤

�
(0)
�⇤

30 0.952 +1.5%
�2.5% ±4.1% ±2.7% 1.01

50 0.966 +1.1%
�1.6% ±3.2% ±2.5% 1.09

70 0.973 +0.89%
�1.1% ±2.7% ±2.4% 2.16

90 0.978 +0.75%
�0.89% ±2.5% ±2.4% 415

110 0.981 +0.65%
�0.73% ±2.3% ±2.3% 7.4

130 0.983 +0.57%
�0.63% ±2.2% ±2.2% 3.5

150 0.985 +0.50%
�0.54% ±2.2% ±2.2% 2.6

TABLE I Numerical predictions for the QCD
K-factor at N3LO.

Tab. I contains numerical values for the QCD K-factor,
i.e., the ratio of the N3LO cross section over the NNLO
cross section. We observe that for all values of the invari-
ant mass Q considered, the cross section receives negative
corrections at the percent level at LHC center-of-mass
energies. We include numerical estimates of the size of
the three uncertainties discussed. The central values and
scale variation bands for the K-factor are obtained with
the zeroth member of the PDF4LHC15 nnlo mc set. We
define

KN
3
LO

QCD
=

�(3)(µf = µr = Q)

�(2)(µf = µr = Q)
,

�(X) =
�X(�(3))

�(3)(µf = µr = Q)
,

(2)

where �(n)(µf = µr = Q) is the hadronic cross section
including perturbative corrections up to nth order evalu-
ated for µF = µR = Q and �X(�(n)) is the absolute un-
certainty of the cross section from source X as described
below. Furthermore, we show in the last column of tab. I
the ratio of the leading order cross section to produce a

lepton pair via Z boson and virtual photon exchange [70–
73] over exclusively virtual photon exchange.
Let us now analyse the two sources of uncertainty re-

lated to the PDFs (PDF+↵S an PDF-TH) and the de-
pendence of the cross section on the renormalisation and
factorisation scales. Fig. 1 displays the impact of our im-
precise knowledge of parton distribution functions and
the strong coupling constant on our abilities to predict
the DY cross section. Let us first explain how we eval-
uate �(PDF+↵S). The PDFs and the strong coupling
constant cannot be computed from first principle but
they need to be extracted from measurements. In order
to study the PDF uncertainties we use the Monte-Carlo
replica method following the PDF4LHC recommenda-
tion [74] that uses 100 di↵erent PDF sets to compute the
68 % confidence level interval. The strong coupling con-
stant uncertainty is computed using two correlated PDF
sets provided by ref. [74] and is then combined in quadra-
ture with the PDF uncertainty to give �(PDF + ↵S).
The uncertainty obtained in this way does not yet in-
clude the fact that currently all PDF sets are extracted
by comparing experimental to predictions at (at most)
NNLO level, nor do they include the next order in the
DGLAP equation. A fully consistent N3LO calculation,
however, would require the use of a complete set of N3LO
PDFs. We include an uncertainty reflecting the fact that
currently there are no N3LO PDF sets available. The
estimate of this uncertainty was obtained following the
recipe introduced in Ref. [18] that uses half the change of
the NNLO cross section in changing from NLO to NNLO
PDFs as a measure of uncertainty. As shown in Fig. 1
each of the two uncertainties is of the order of ±2% over
the whole range of invariant masses considered.
Fig. 2 shows the value of the NLO, NNLO and N3LO

cross sections normalised to the central N3LO value as
a function of the invariant mass Q2 of the lepton pair.
The bands indicate the dependence of the cross section
at di↵erent orders on the choice of the renormalisation
and factorisation scales. We choose Q as a central scale
and increase and decrease both scales independently by
a factor of two with respect to the central scale while
maintaining 1

2
 µR/µF  2. We observe that at N3LO

the cross section depends only very mildly on the choice
of the scale. In particular, for small and very large invari-
ant masses the dependence on the scale is substantially
reduced by inclusion of N3LO corrections compared to
NNLO. Remarkably, however, we find that for invariant
masses 50 GeV . Q . 400 GeV, the bands obtained by
varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales at
NNLO and N3LO do not overlap for the choice of the
central scale Q that is conventionally chosen in the liter-
ature. This is in stark contrast to the case of the N3LO
corrections to the inclusive cross section for Higgs pro-
duction in gluon and bottom-quark fusion [17, 19, 20],
where the band obtained at N3LO was always strictly
contained in the NNLO band (for reasonable choices of

γ*

W+

Error: estimate from previous orders
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N3LO: evolution
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Figure 2. The resummed and matched splitting functions at LO+LL (dotted green), NLO+NLL (dashed
purple) and NNLO+NLL (dot-dot-dashed blue) accuracy: Pgg (upper left), Pgq (upper right), Pqg (lower
left) and Pqq (lower right). The fixed-order results at LO (dotted) NLO (dashed) and NNLO (dot-dot-
dashed) are also shown (in black). The results also include an uncertainty band, as described in the text.
The plots are for –s = 0.2 and nf = 4 in the Q0MS scheme. We note that di�erence between Q0MS and
MS for the fixed-order results is immaterial at this accuracy.

techniques described in Ref. [61] and improved as described in the previous sections. Moreover, we
also show new results for the coe�cient functions with massive quarks.

5.1 Splitting functions

Let us start with DGLAP evolution. With respect to our previous work [61] we have made sub-
stantial changes in the resummation of the anomalous dimensions, mostly due to the treatment of
running coupling e�ects, as described in Sect. 3. Additionally, we are now able to match the NLL
resummation of the splitting functions to their fixed-order expressions up to NNLO, as presented
in Sect. 4.

In Fig. 2 we show the fixed-order splitting functions at LO (black dotted), NLO (black dashed)
and NNLO (black dot-dot-dashed) compared to resummed results at LO+LL (green dotted),
NLO+NLL (purple dashed) and NNLO+NLL (blue dot-dot-dashed). In principle, we also have
the technology for matching LL resummation to NLO, but this is of very limited interest, so we
do not show these results here (they can be obtained from the HELL-x code). The gluon splitting
functions Pgg and Pgq are shown in the upper plots, and the quark ones Pqg and Pqq are shown
in the lower plots (the latter two start at NLL so the LO+LL curve is absent there). All splitting
functions are multiplied by x for a clearer visualization. The scheme of the resummed splitting

– 35 –
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•N3LO calculation underway [Herzog, Moch, 
Ruijl, Ueda, Vermaseren, Vogt, in progrress] 

•N3LO: rapid small-x growth → 
perturbative instabilities@N3LO 

•NLL resummation known, but large 
subleading effects [Bonvini, Marzani (2018)]
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N3LO: ``data’’
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•Collider data crucial to reduce 
perturbative uncertainty →         
fully-consistent N3LO fit would 
require top, Z pt, jets @ N3LO
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To which extent DY QCD corrections are ``universal’’?

Reasonable estimate: per-mille. Good enough for e.g. W-mass extraction?

NLO NNLO N3LO

µcent mW mW /2 mW mW /2 mW mW /2

A 1.342+0.10%
�0.08% 1.342+0.07%

�0.05% 1.348+0.12%
�0.10% 1.349+0.15%

�0.11% 1.350+0.05%
�0.06% 1.350+0.04%

�0.05%

A0 1.343+0.13%
�0.16% 1.344+0.10%

�0.21% 1.349+0.13%
�0.09% 1.351+0.33%

�0.13% 1.350+0.02%
�0.03% 1.350+0.01%

�0.09%

B 1.342+8.82%
�8.08% 1.342+12.9%

�11.4% 1.348+2.26%
�2.31% 1.349+2.24%

�2.27% 1.350+2.21%
�2.14% 1.350+2.21%

�2.14%

B0 1.343+5.28%
�7.40% 1.344+8.09%

�8.97% 1.349+1.85%
�2.63% 1.351+2.21%

�2.24% 1.350+2.60%
�2.25% 1.350+4.65%

�2.70%

C 1.342+0.99%
�0.99% 1.342+0.58%

�0.58% 1.349+0.52%
�0.52% 1.349+0.53%

�0.53% 1.350+0.15%
�0.15% 1.350+0.11%

�0.11%

Table 2: The ratio RW+W� for Q = mW computed for di↵erent values of µcent and with

the di↵erent prescriptions mentioned in the text.

perturbation theory, changing only at the permille level as we go from NNLO to N3LO. The

central value is pretty much independent of the choice of the central scale µcent and whether

the ratio is expanded in perturbation theory or not (primed vs. unprimed prescriptions).

While in general the di↵erent prescriptions lead to vastly di↵erent estimates of the missing

higher orders, the predictions are similar between the primed vs. unprimed prescriptions,

especially as we increase the perturbative order. This is to be expected: If the perturbative

order is increased, the di↵erences stemming from expanding or not the denominator of

the ratio should decrease, which is indeed what we observe. We therefore only discuss

the unprimed prescriptions from now on. Second, we observe that Prescription B leads

to an estimate that is more than an order of magnitude larger than for Prescriptions

A and C. In particular, this makes one wonder if correlated scales (Prescription A &

C) tend to underestimate the size of the missing higher-order terms beyond N3LO. We

believe that results obtained from uncorrelated scales (Prescription B) lead to estimates

that are too conservative. Indeed, since the central value of the ratio only receives permille-

level corrections from NNLO to N3LO and exhibits extremely good perturbative stability,

one expects higher-order corrections to be at the sub-permille level, which is indeed the

size of the band obtained by varying the scales in a correlated way (Prescription A &

C). It would be unreasonable to expect that the missing higher-order corrections shift

the central value by 1% or even more, which is the size of the bands obtained from the

uncorrelated prescription (Prescription B). A correlated prescription is also motivated by

the fact that the neutral- and charged-current processes are expected to receive very similar

QCD corrections, a fact which is corroborated by the results from the previous section.

Finally, we observe that Prescription C leads to an estimate that is always slightly larger

(by a factor ⇠ 3 for Q = mW ) than the one obtained from Prescription A at N3LO. We

have observed that the size of the higher-order terms estimated from Prescription A always

encompasses the next order in perturbation theory. In order words, Prescription A appears

to account for the e↵ect of missing higher orders even though it estimates relatively small

residual uncertainties for the point Q = mW . Below we study ratios of cross sections as a

function of a range of di↵erent values of Q allowing us to comment on Prescription A in

more detail.
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•A(B): error from correlated (uncorrelated) scale variation 
•C: error from perturbative convergence
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[Chen, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Mistlberger, Pelloni (2021)]
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FIG. 2. Comparison between inclusive (left) and fiducial (right) predictions for the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson up
to N3LO. Predictions are shown at LO (grey), NLO (green), NNLO (blue), N3LO (red), and for the NNLO prediction re-scaled
by the inclusive KN3LO-factor (orange).

channel at N3LO. The fully di↵erential prediction is as-
sembled according to Eq. (1), which requires:

1. The inclusive calculation at N3LO for the Higgs ra-
pidity distribution yH as computed in Ref. [20] and
implemented in the RapidiX library. This result is
based on techniques developed in Refs. [38, 39] and
is given by analytic formulae for the partonic rapid-
ity distribution computed by means of a threshold
expansion. We supplement this result by exploiting
the fact that the Higgs boson decays isotropically
in its rest frame to generate the inclusive N3LO cal-
culation di↵erential in the Higgs boson decay prod-
ucts.

2. The fully di↵erential NNLO calculation for the
H+jet process. This has been computed in Ref. [29]
using the antenna subtraction method [22, 39] and
is available within the parton-level Monte Carlo
generator NNLOJET.

We have implemented the P2B method for color-neutral
final states within the NNLOJET framework together
with an interface to the RapidiX library to access the
inclusive part of the calculation.

For our phenomenological results, we restrict ourselves
to the decay of the Higgs boson into a pair of photons
and closely follow the corresponding 13 TeV ATLAS
measurement [40] with the following fiducial cuts

p�1

T > 0.35⇥m�� , p�2

T > 0.25⇥m�� , (7)

|⌘� | < 2.37 excluding 1.37 < |⌘� | < 1.52,

where �1 and �2 respectively denote the leading and sub-
leading photon with m�� ⌘ MH = 125 GeV the invari-
ant mass of the photon-pair system. For each photon,
an additional isolation requirement is imposed where the
scalar sum of partons with pT > 1 GeV within a cone of
�R = 0.2 around the photon has to be less than 5% of the
pT of the photon. Note that this setup induces a highly
non-trivial interplay between the final-state photons and
QCD emissions, requiring a fully di↵erential description
of the process. Throughout this letter, we work in the
narrow width approximation to combine the production
and decay of the Higgs boson. To derive numerical pre-
dictions we use PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [41] parton distri-
bution functions and choose the value of the top quark
mass in the modified minimal subtraction scheme to be
mt(mt) = 162.7 GeV.

Figure 1 compares predictions for the fiducial rapidity
distribution of the Higgs boson yH based on two di↵er-
ent methods. This comparison serves as the validation
of the P2B implementation up to NNLO against an in-
dependent calculation based on the antenna subtraction
method. The lower panels in Fig. 1 show the ratio of the
two calculations, where the filled band and the error bars
correspond to the uncertainty estimates of the Monte
Carlo integration of the antenna- and P2B-prediction,
respectively. The ratios shown in the bottom two panels
reveal agreement within numerical uncertainties between
the two calculations at the per-mille and sub-per-cent
level for the coe�cients at NLO and NNLO, respectively.

Figure 2 compares the inclusive rapidity distribution of
the Higgs boson to the fiducial rapidity distribution of the
di-photon pair. It was already noted in Refs. [20, 21] that

•Higgs rapidity distribution [Dulat, Mistlberger, Pelloni (2018)] 
•Exquisite numerical control of H+j@NNLO [NNLOjet, 2015-2021] 
•Combined using P2B [Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam, Zanderighi (2015)]
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FIG. 2. Comparison between inclusive (left) and fiducial (right) predictions for the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson up
to N3LO. Predictions are shown at LO (grey), NLO (green), NNLO (blue), N3LO (red), and for the NNLO prediction re-scaled
by the inclusive KN3LO-factor (orange).

channel at N3LO. The fully di↵erential prediction is as-
sembled according to Eq. (1), which requires:

1. The inclusive calculation at N3LO for the Higgs ra-
pidity distribution yH as computed in Ref. [20] and
implemented in the RapidiX library. This result is
based on techniques developed in Refs. [38, 39] and
is given by analytic formulae for the partonic rapid-
ity distribution computed by means of a threshold
expansion. We supplement this result by exploiting
the fact that the Higgs boson decays isotropically
in its rest frame to generate the inclusive N3LO cal-
culation di↵erential in the Higgs boson decay prod-
ucts.

2. The fully di↵erential NNLO calculation for the
H+jet process. This has been computed in Ref. [29]
using the antenna subtraction method [22, 39] and
is available within the parton-level Monte Carlo
generator NNLOJET.

We have implemented the P2B method for color-neutral
final states within the NNLOJET framework together
with an interface to the RapidiX library to access the
inclusive part of the calculation.

For our phenomenological results, we restrict ourselves
to the decay of the Higgs boson into a pair of photons
and closely follow the corresponding 13 TeV ATLAS
measurement [40] with the following fiducial cuts

p�1

T > 0.35⇥m�� , p�2

T > 0.25⇥m�� , (7)

|⌘� | < 2.37 excluding 1.37 < |⌘� | < 1.52,

where �1 and �2 respectively denote the leading and sub-
leading photon with m�� ⌘ MH = 125 GeV the invari-
ant mass of the photon-pair system. For each photon,
an additional isolation requirement is imposed where the
scalar sum of partons with pT > 1 GeV within a cone of
�R = 0.2 around the photon has to be less than 5% of the
pT of the photon. Note that this setup induces a highly
non-trivial interplay between the final-state photons and
QCD emissions, requiring a fully di↵erential description
of the process. Throughout this letter, we work in the
narrow width approximation to combine the production
and decay of the Higgs boson. To derive numerical pre-
dictions we use PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [41] parton distri-
bution functions and choose the value of the top quark
mass in the modified minimal subtraction scheme to be
mt(mt) = 162.7 GeV.

Figure 1 compares predictions for the fiducial rapidity
distribution of the Higgs boson yH based on two di↵er-
ent methods. This comparison serves as the validation
of the P2B implementation up to NNLO against an in-
dependent calculation based on the antenna subtraction
method. The lower panels in Fig. 1 show the ratio of the
two calculations, where the filled band and the error bars
correspond to the uncertainty estimates of the Monte
Carlo integration of the antenna- and P2B-prediction,
respectively. The ratios shown in the bottom two panels
reveal agreement within numerical uncertainties between
the two calculations at the per-mille and sub-per-cent
level for the coe�cients at NLO and NNLO, respectively.

Figure 2 compares the inclusive rapidity distribution of
the Higgs boson to the fiducial rapidity distribution of the
di-photon pair. It was already noted in Refs. [20, 21] that

Inclusive
Fiducial
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Last missing ingredient 
for N3LL resummation: 
``N3LO beam function’’ 
[Behring, Melnikov, Rietkerk, Tancredi, 
Wever (2019); Luo, Yang, Zhu, Zhu 
(2020); Ebert, Mistlberger, Vita (2020)]

Easy to go from N3LO to N3LO + N3LL
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4

III. THE TOTAL FIDUCIAL CROSS SECTION

If (and only if) the singular distributional structure of
d�(0)

/dqT is known, the qT spectrum can be integrated
to obtain the total cross section. This is the basis of qT
subtractions [44],

� = �
sub(qo↵

T
)+

Z
dqT


d�

dqT
�

d�sub

dqT
✓(qT  q

o↵

T
)

�
. (14)

Here, d�sub = d�(0)[1+O(qT /mH)] contains the singular
terms, with �

sub(qo↵
T

) its distributional integral over qT 

q
o↵

T
, while the term in brackets is numerically integrable.

Taking �
sub

⌘ �
sing, we get

� = �
sing(qo↵

T
) +

Z
q
off
T

0

dqT
d�nons

dqT
+

Z

q
off
T

dqT
d�

dqT
, (15)

which is exactly the integral of Eq. (13). The subtrac-
tions here are di↵erential in qT , where qo↵T ⇠ 10�100GeV
determines the range over which they act and exactly
cancels between all terms.

To integrate d�nons
/dqT in Eq. (15) down to qT = 0,

we parametrize the fixed-order coe�cients in Eq. (12) by
their leading behavior,

qT
d�nons

FO

dqT

����
↵n

s

=
q
2

T

m
2

H

2n�1X

k=0

ak ln
k q

2

T

m
2

H

+ · · · , (16)

and perform a fit to this parameterization, which we then
integrate analytically. To obtain reliable, unbiased fit re-
sults, we must account for the uncertainties in the pa-
rameterization from yet higher-power corrections. We
do so by including additional higher-power coe�cients
as nuisance parameters. In the fiducial case, we include
all O(q3

T
/m

3

H
) coe�cients. The fit procedure is an ex-

tension of the one described in Refs. [103, 104]. It has
been validated extensively, and more details will be given
elsewhere. As a benchmark, we correctly reproduce the
↵s (↵2

s
) coe�cients of the total inclusive cross section to

better than 10�5 (10�4) relative precision.
At N3LO, we use existing NNLOjet results [41, 42] to

get nonsingular data for 0.74GeV (4GeV)  qT  q
o↵

T

for inclusive log bins (for inclusive and fiducial linear
bins). While these data are not yet precise enough to-
wards small qT to give a stable fit on their own, we ex-
ploit that in the inclusive case, the known ↵

3
s
coe�cient

of the total inclusive cross section [25, 105] provides a
su�ciently strong additional constraint to obtain a reli-
able fit. In the fiducial case, we exploit that the inclusive
and fiducial ak arise from the same Y -dependent coef-
ficient functions integrated either inclusively or against
A(0, Y ;⇥). At NLO and NNLO, their ratios are between
0.4 to 0.55. At N3LO, we thus perform a simultaneous
fit to inclusive and fiducial data, using this range as a
1� constraint on the ratio of fiducial and inclusive ak.

FIG. 2. Fiducial and nonsingular power corrections integrated
up to qT  q

cut
T . The yellow band shows �nons from the fit.
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FIG. 3. Total fiducial gg ! H ! �� cross section at fixed or-
der and including resummation, where �resum ⌘ �qT ��' �
�match, compared to preliminary ATLAS measurements [26].

This yields a stable fit, with an acceptable ⇠ 0.1 pb un-
certainty for the fiducial nonsingular integral (�nons).

The often-used qT slicing approach amounts to taking
q
o↵

T
! q

cut

T
⇠ 1GeV and simply dropping the power cor-

rections below q
cut

T
. The nonsingular and fiducial power

corrections are shown in Fig. 2. The latter are huge at
↵
3
s
, and even at ↵

2
s
only become really negligible below

q
cut

T
<
⇠ 10�2 GeV. This is why it is critical for us to

include them in the subtractions (and to resum them).
The remaining nonsingular corrections at ↵

3
s
are about

ten times larger than at ↵
2
s
, and at q

cut

T
= 1 � 5GeV

still contribute 5 � 10% of the total ↵3
s
coe�cient. To-

gether with the current precision of the nonsingular data,
this makes the above di↵erential subtraction procedure
essential to our results.

Evaluating Eq. (15) either at fixed order or including
resummation, we obtain our final results for the total
fiducial cross section presented in Fig. 3. The poor con-
vergence at fixed order is largely due to the fiducial power

Order NLO NNLO N3LO

�(pp ! Z/�
⇤ ! l

+
l
�) [pb] 766.3± 0.5 757.4± 1.9 746.1± 1.9

Order NLL+NLO NNLL+NNLO N3LL+N3LO

�(pp ! Z/�
⇤ ! l

+
l
�) [pb] 773.7± 0.5 759.8± 1.9 749.6 ±2.0

Table 1: Fiducial cross sections at the LHC (
p
s = 13 TeV): fixed-order results and corresponding

resummation results obtained with the DYTurbo numerical program. The uncertainties on the val-

ues of the cross sections plots refer to an estimate of the numerical uncertainties in the integration.

further enhance the N3LO result by +0.5%. We observe that the K-factor between the N3LO and
NNLO results is 0.985 which is comparable with results reported in Table I of Refs. [22, 23].

In order to quantify the contribution of the finite component of the cross section in the small-qT
region we report that the integral over the ranges 4 < qT < 20GeV and 1 < qT < 4GeV of the
LO finite component represent respectively the 1.5% and 0.12% of the NLL+NLO fiducial cross
section in Table 1, the O(↵2

S
) correction in the same ranges is respectively the 0.10% and �0.04%

of the NNLL+NNLO result while the O(↵3
S
) correction in the range 4 < qT < 20GeV the 0.16%

of the N3LL+N3LO.

The results in Table 1 have been obtained applying the symmetric lepton pT cuts previously
defined. It is well known [117, 118] that in the case of symmetric (or nearly-symmetric) cuts
fixed-order calculations are a↵ected by perturbative (soft-gluon) instabilities at higher orders.
The results in Table 1 are obtained with a lower integration limit for the finite part of the cross
section fixed to qTcut = 0.5GeV and the quoted uncertainties do not include an estimate of the
corresponding systematic uncertainty. More accurate fixed-order results and an estimate of such
uncertainty can be obtained by evaluating the qTcut ! 0 extrapolation. However such extrapola-
tion cannot improve the physical predictivity of the fixed-order results in case of symmetric cuts
which are a↵ected by sizable theoretical uncertainties produced by the soft-gluon e↵ects.

We conclude reporting typical DYTurbo running times. The numerical results of Fig.1 (a) were
evaluated with a target in the relative numerical uncertainty of 10�3 on a AMD Opteron 6344
CPU using 4 parallel threads. The calculation time, for predictions at fixed value of the scales,
has been 7 minutes at NLL, 13 minutes at NNLL and 1.7 hours at N3LL.

We have performed the implementation of both the qT resummation and qT subtraction for-
malism for Drell–Yan processes up to N3LL+N3LO and N3LO in the DYTurbo numerical program.
In this Letter we have illustrated the first numerical results for the case of Z/�⇤ production and
leptonic decay at the LHC.

Acknowledgments. We gratefully acknowledge Stefano Catani for useful discussions and com-
ments on the manuscript and Ludovica Aperio Bella for extensive tests of the numerical code.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innova-
tion programme under the Marie Sk lodowska-Curie grant agreement number 754496 and under
European Research Council grant agreement number 740006.
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Figure 5. Comparison of matched predictions at N3LL +NNLO (red) and N3LL0 +NNLO (blue) with
ATLAS data [96] for p``t (left panel) and �⇤

⌘ (right panel). The fixed-order component is turned off below
�⇤
⌘ = 3.4 ·10�2 in the right panel, see main text for details. In the left plot, the x axis is linear up to 30 GeV

and logarithmic above.

and rather insist on the variation of parameter v0 in a sensible range, such as [2/3, 3/2] around the
central v0 value, as better suited to this aim. This variation is responsible for the slight widening of
the band between 30 GeV and 100 GeV, which we believe to reflect a genuine matching uncertainty
in this region.

In Fig. 5 we finally compare matched predictions in the fiducial setup to ATLAS data [96],
both for p

``

t
(left panel) and for �

⇤
⌘

(right panel). The left panel includes the same theoretical
predictions shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 (keeping the same colour code), which are here
normalised to their cross section in order to match the convention of the shown data. The matched
N3LL0+NNLO predictions for p

``

t
show a remarkable agreement with experimental data, with a

theoretical-uncertainty band down to the 2 - 5% level, essentially overlapping with data in all bins
form 0 to 200 GeV (barring one low-p``

t
bin, where the cancellation between the fixed-order and the

expanded components is particularly delicate, and few middle-p``
t

bins where the agreement is only
marginal). The inclusion of ‘primed’ effects tends to align the shape of the theoretical prediction to
data, so that the former never departs more than 1 - 2% from the latter below 200 GeV, as opposed
to the more visible relative distortion of the N3LL +NNLO below 5 GeV and above 50 GeV. The
�
⇤
⌘

results on the right panel follow by and large the same pattern just seen for p
``

t
, with ‘primed’

effects being relevant to improve the data-theory agreement over the entire range, expecially at very
small �⇤

⌘
, and theoretical uncertainties at or below the ±3% level.

We incidentally note that, due to the extremely soft and collinear regime probed by �
⇤
⌘

data,
the fixed-order component features some fluctuations at small �⇤

⌘
; consequently, we have opted to

turn it off in the first bins (up to �
⇤
⌘
= 3.4 · 10�2), which implies that the matching formula in

that region corresponds to the sole resummation output, multiplied by Z(v). On the one hand
this shows that resummation alone is capable of predicting data remarkably well both in shape
and in normalisation at very small �⇤

⌘
; on the other hand it highlights the necessity of dedicated

high-statistics fixed-order runs in order to reliably extract information on fiducial cross sections at
N3LO by means of slicing techniques, especially in presence of symmetric lepton p

`
±

t
cuts.

– 26 –

H H/Z

Z

[V+jet@NNLO: NNLOjet, extremely stable down to pt ~ 0.5 GeV]

[Billis, Dehnadi, Ebert, Michel, Tackmann (2021)]

[Camarda, Cieri, Ferrera (2021)]

[Re, Rottoli, Torrielli (2021)]
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�N
3
LO =

Z pt,cut

0

d�N
3
LL

dpt
dpt +

Z

pt,cut

d�NNLO

V+J

dpt
dpt +O

�
p2t,cut ln

5 pt,cut
�

To extract N3LO: subleading power must be under control

•Subleading power ~ αsn (pt/Q)2 ln2n-1(pt/Q) → much lower cutoff w.r.t. NNLO 

•Naive estimate: NNLO V+j down to ~1-0.5 GeV → error up to order 1%4

III. THE TOTAL FIDUCIAL CROSS SECTION

If (and only if) the singular distributional structure of
d�(0)

/dqT is known, the qT spectrum can be integrated
to obtain the total cross section. This is the basis of qT
subtractions [44],

� = �
sub(qo↵

T
)+

Z
dqT


d�

dqT
�

d�sub

dqT
✓(qT  q

o↵

T
)

�
. (14)

Here, d�sub = d�(0)[1+O(qT /mH)] contains the singular
terms, with �

sub(qo↵
T

) its distributional integral over qT 

q
o↵

T
, while the term in brackets is numerically integrable.

Taking �
sub

⌘ �
sing, we get

� = �
sing(qo↵

T
) +

Z
q
off
T

0

dqT
d�nons

dqT
+

Z

q
off
T

dqT
d�

dqT
, (15)

which is exactly the integral of Eq. (13). The subtrac-
tions here are di↵erential in qT , where qo↵T ⇠ 10�100GeV
determines the range over which they act and exactly
cancels between all terms.

To integrate d�nons
/dqT in Eq. (15) down to qT = 0,

we parametrize the fixed-order coe�cients in Eq. (12) by
their leading behavior,

qT
d�nons

FO

dqT

����
↵n

s

=
q
2

T

m
2

H

2n�1X

k=0

ak ln
k q

2

T

m
2

H

+ · · · , (16)

and perform a fit to this parameterization, which we then
integrate analytically. To obtain reliable, unbiased fit re-
sults, we must account for the uncertainties in the pa-
rameterization from yet higher-power corrections. We
do so by including additional higher-power coe�cients
as nuisance parameters. In the fiducial case, we include
all O(q3

T
/m

3

H
) coe�cients. The fit procedure is an ex-

tension of the one described in Refs. [103, 104]. It has
been validated extensively, and more details will be given
elsewhere. As a benchmark, we correctly reproduce the
↵s (↵2

s
) coe�cients of the total inclusive cross section to

better than 10�5 (10�4) relative precision.
At N3LO, we use existing NNLOjet results [41, 42] to

get nonsingular data for 0.74GeV (4GeV)  qT  q
o↵

T

for inclusive log bins (for inclusive and fiducial linear
bins). While these data are not yet precise enough to-
wards small qT to give a stable fit on their own, we ex-
ploit that in the inclusive case, the known ↵

3
s
coe�cient

of the total inclusive cross section [25, 105] provides a
su�ciently strong additional constraint to obtain a reli-
able fit. In the fiducial case, we exploit that the inclusive
and fiducial ak arise from the same Y -dependent coef-
ficient functions integrated either inclusively or against
A(0, Y ;⇥). At NLO and NNLO, their ratios are between
0.4 to 0.55. At N3LO, we thus perform a simultaneous
fit to inclusive and fiducial data, using this range as a
1� constraint on the ratio of fiducial and inclusive ak.

10-2 10-1 100 10110-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

FIG. 2. Fiducial and nonsingular power corrections integrated
up to qT  q

cut
T . The yellow band shows �nons from the fit.

FIG. 3. Total fiducial gg ! H ! �� cross section at fixed or-
der and including resummation, where �resum ⌘ �qT ��' �
�match, compared to preliminary ATLAS measurements [26].

This yields a stable fit, with an acceptable ⇠ 0.1 pb un-
certainty for the fiducial nonsingular integral (�nons).

The often-used qT slicing approach amounts to taking
q
o↵

T
! q

cut

T
⇠ 1GeV and simply dropping the power cor-

rections below q
cut

T
. The nonsingular and fiducial power

corrections are shown in Fig. 2. The latter are huge at
↵
3
s
, and even at ↵

2
s
only become really negligible below

q
cut

T
<
⇠ 10�2 GeV. This is why it is critical for us to

include them in the subtractions (and to resum them).
The remaining nonsingular corrections at ↵

3
s
are about

ten times larger than at ↵
2
s
, and at q

cut

T
= 1 � 5GeV

still contribute 5 � 10% of the total ↵3
s
coe�cient. To-

gether with the current precision of the nonsingular data,
this makes the above di↵erential subtraction procedure
essential to our results.

Evaluating Eq. (15) either at fixed order or including
resummation, we obtain our final results for the total
fiducial cross section presented in Fig. 3. The poor con-
vergence at fixed order is largely due to the fiducial power

•For Higgs, confirmed by (and included in)
[Billis, Dehnadi, Ebert, Michel, Tackmann (2021)] 

•Good news: first subleading is enough 

•N3LO+N3LL: less severe, but more 
ambiguities (see first slide…)
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d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2) d�part(x1, x2)FJ (1 +O(⇤p

QCD/Q
p))

•Drell-Yan: pt,l > 25 GeV, |yl| < 2.5 → the infamous ``symmetric cuts’’. Well-
known source of troubles [Frixione, Ridolfi (1997)] 

•Higgs: asymmetric cuts. pt,γ1(2) < 0.35(0.25) mΗ, |yγ| < 2.37, with gap

Unfortunately, both symmetric and asymmetric cuts share the same 
feature: introduce linear pt dependence on the acceptance at small pt  

[Catani, Cieri, de Florian, Ferrera, Grazzini (2018); Ebert, Michel, Tackmann + Billis, Dehnadi (2017-2021); 
Salam + Slade (2015, 2021)]
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d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2) d�part(x1, x2)FJ (1 +O(⇤p

QCD/Q
p))

Linear pt dependence → spurious growth of the perturbative series 5

corrections. To see this,

�
FO

incl
= 13.80 [1 + 1.291 + 0.783 + 0.299] pb ,

�
FO

fid
/B�� = 6.928 [1 + (1.300 + 0.129fpc)

+ (0.784� 0.061fpc)

+ (0.331 + 0.150fpc)] pb . (17)

The successive terms are the contributions from each or-
der in ↵s. The numbers with “fpc” subscript are the
contributions of the fiducial power corrections in Eq. (7).
The corrections without them are almost identical to the
inclusive case. The fiducial power corrections break this
would-be universal acceptance e↵ect, causing a 10% cor-
rection at NLO and NNLO and a 50% correction at N3LO
and showing no perturbative convergence.

Integrating W
(0) over qT , all qT logarithms and re-

summation e↵ects formally have to cancel. (Numerically,
this strongly depends on the specific implementation of
resummation and matching. We have verified explicitly
that it is well-satisfied in our approach.) For the fiducial
power corrections, the nontrivial qT -dependence of the
acceptance spoils this cancellation and induces residual
logarithmic dependence on pL/mH in the integral. This
causes the large corrections in Eq. (17), which get re-
summed using the resummed �

sing in Eq. (15). Together
with timelike resummation, this leads to the excellent
convergence of the resummed results in Fig. 3, very sim-
ilar to the inclusive case [72],

�incl = 24.16 [1 + 0.756 + 0.207 + 0.024] pb ,

�fid/B�� = 12.89 [1 + 0.749 + 0.171 + 0.053] pb . (18)

To conclude, our best result for the fiducial Higgs cross
section at N3LL0+N3LO for the cuts in Eq. (1) reads

�fid/B�� = (25.41± 0.59FO ± 0.21qT ± 0.17'

± 0.06match ± 0.20nons) pb

= (25.41± 0.68pert) pb . (19)

Multiplying by B�� = (2.270± 0.047)⇥ 10�3 [106–108],

�fid = 57.69 (1± 2.7%pert ± 2.1%B (20)

± 3.2%PDF+↵s ± 2%EW ± 2%t,b,c) fb ,

where we also included approximations of additional un-
certainties. The PDF+↵s uncertainty is taken from the
inclusive case [24, 108]. For the inclusive cross section,
NLO electroweak e↵ects give a +5% correction [109],
while the net e↵ect of finite top-mass, bottom, and charm
contributions is�5% (in the pole scheme we use). We can
expect roughly similar acceptance corrections for both,
and therefore keep the central result unchanged but in-
clude a conservative 2% uncertainty (40% of the expected
correction) for each e↵ect. Their proper treatment re-
quires incorporating them into the resummation frame-
work, which we leave for future work.
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Starting from N3LO: 
spurious effect can be as 
large as correction itself
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d� =

Z
dx1dx2f(x1)f(x2) d�part(x1, x2)FJ (1 +O(⇤p

QCD/Q
p))

Linear pt dependence → factorial growth of the perturbative series 5

corrections. To see this,

�
FO

incl
= 13.80 [1 + 1.291 + 0.783 + 0.299] pb ,

�
FO

fid
/B�� = 6.928 [1 + (1.300 + 0.129fpc)

+ (0.784� 0.061fpc)

+ (0.331 + 0.150fpc)] pb . (17)

The successive terms are the contributions from each or-
der in ↵s. The numbers with “fpc” subscript are the
contributions of the fiducial power corrections in Eq. (7).
The corrections without them are almost identical to the
inclusive case. The fiducial power corrections break this
would-be universal acceptance e↵ect, causing a 10% cor-
rection at NLO and NNLO and a 50% correction at N3LO
and showing no perturbative convergence.

Integrating W
(0) over qT , all qT logarithms and re-

summation e↵ects formally have to cancel. (Numerically,
this strongly depends on the specific implementation of
resummation and matching. We have verified explicitly
that it is well-satisfied in our approach.) For the fiducial
power corrections, the nontrivial qT -dependence of the
acceptance spoils this cancellation and induces residual
logarithmic dependence on pL/mH in the integral. This
causes the large corrections in Eq. (17), which get re-
summed using the resummed �

sing in Eq. (15). Together
with timelike resummation, this leads to the excellent
convergence of the resummed results in Fig. 3, very sim-
ilar to the inclusive case [72],

�incl = 24.16 [1 + 0.756 + 0.207 + 0.024] pb ,

�fid/B�� = 12.89 [1 + 0.749 + 0.171 + 0.053] pb . (18)

To conclude, our best result for the fiducial Higgs cross
section at N3LL0+N3LO for the cuts in Eq. (1) reads

�fid/B�� = (25.41± 0.59FO ± 0.21qT ± 0.17'

± 0.06match ± 0.20nons) pb

= (25.41± 0.68pert) pb . (19)

Multiplying by B�� = (2.270± 0.047)⇥ 10�3 [106–108],

�fid = 57.69 (1± 2.7%pert ± 2.1%B (20)

± 3.2%PDF+↵s ± 2%EW ± 2%t,b,c) fb ,

where we also included approximations of additional un-
certainties. The PDF+↵s uncertainty is taken from the
inclusive case [24, 108]. For the inclusive cross section,
NLO electroweak e↵ects give a +5% correction [109],
while the net e↵ect of finite top-mass, bottom, and charm
contributions is�5% (in the pole scheme we use). We can
expect roughly similar acceptance corrections for both,
and therefore keep the central result unchanged but in-
clude a conservative 2% uncertainty (40% of the expected
correction) for each e↵ect. Their proper treatment re-
quires incorporating them into the resummation frame-
work, which we leave for future work.
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Starting from N3LO: 
spurious effect can be as 
large as correction itself

Two options:

•Consider N3LO + N3LL. Straightforward, but introduces new 
degree of arbitrariness (matching/profile functions, 
resummation scales…) 

•Devise a set of cuts that are less sensitive to IR physics 
Interesting theoretical and experimental problem
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,
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,

Iii + in :TREE

Fully-differential NNLO bottlenecks:  

2L amplitudes + dealing with non-trivial IR emission (``subtractions’’)

+ stable 1L amplitudes [OpenLoops…]



•Leading-colour 3j amplitude [Abreu, Dormans, Febres-Cordero, Ita, Kraus, Page, Pascual, Ruf, Sotnikov] 

•Leading-colour 3γ amplitude [Abreu, Page, Pascual, Sotnikov; Chawdhry, Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet] 

•Leading-colour γγj amplitude [Agarwal, Buccioni, Manteuffel, Tancredi; Chawdhry, Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet] 

•Towards LC Vjj [Badger, Hartanto, Zoia] 

•Towards analytic ttb [Badger, Chaubey, Hartanto, Marzucca]

One order below, but complex processes
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/ Yr
,

Iii + in :TREE

[caveat: only include results from last year. Impressive progress]

•new ideas/better implementation of IBP reductions (=from 
full amplitude to a bunch of independent integrals) [Klapper, 
Lange, Maierhöfer, Usovitsch, KIRA 2.0; Bendle, Böhm, Ma, Rahn, Ristau, 
Wittmann, Zu, Zhang; Heller, Manteuffel] 

•all Feynman integrals for massless 2→3 scattering available 
in fast/robust implementation [Chicherin, Sotnikov] 

•Steps towards Feynman integrals for V+2j [Abreu, Ita, Moriello, 
Page, Tschernow]

+ recent earlier work from the above and Peraro, Gehrmann, Henn, lo Presti, Papadopoulos, 
Tommasini, Wever, Schabinger, Gluza, Kajda, Kosower, Georgoudis, Larsen, Schönemann, Mitev, Wasser… 



•Leading-colour 3j amplitude [Abreu, Dormans, Febres-Cordero, Ita, Kraus, Page, Pascual, Ruf, Sotnikov] 

•Leading-colour 3γ amplitude [Abreu, Page, Pascual, Sotnikov; Chawdhry, Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet] 

•Leading-colour γγj amplitude [Agarwal, Buccioni, Manteuffel, Tancredi; Chawdhry, Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet] 

•Towards LC Vjj [Badger, Hartanto, Zoia] 

•Towards analytic ttb [Badger, Chaubey, Hartanto, Marzucca]

One order below, but complex processes
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/ Yr
,

Iii + in :TREE

[caveat: only include results from last year. Impressive progress]

•new ideas/better implementation of IBP reductions (=from 
full amplitude to a bunch of independent integrals) [Klapper, 
Lange, Maierhöfer, Usovitsch, KIRA 2.0; Bendle, Böhm, Ma, Rahn, Ristau, 
Wittmann, Zu, Zhang; Heller, Manteuffel] 

•all Feynman integrals for massless 2→3 scattering available 
in fast/robust implementation [Chicherin, Sotnikov] 

•Steps towards Feynman integrals for V+2j [Abreu, Ita, Moriello, 
Page, Tschernow]

+ earlier work from the above and Peraro, Gehrmann, Henn, lo Presti, Papadopoulos, Tommasini, 
Wever, Schabinger, Gluza, Kajda, Kosower, Georgoudis, Larsen, Schönemann, Mitev, Wasser… 

Punchline:

•Leading color for massless 2 → 3 either available or within reach. 
Efficient, robust implementation that can be used in MC codes 

•Progress towards full color 

•First steps towards Vjj 

•Still progress towards massive scattering 

•Mixture of new technical development and systematic approach
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/ Yr
,

Iii + in :TREE
•Several frameworks on the market, some of 

them ready to deal with generic processes 
[antennas, stripper, nested soft-collinear]

Infrared subtraction

•Robust, efficient and public implementation of qt 

subtraction: Matrix: → color singlet, tt (+H,V)  [ttbar 
extension: Catani, Devoto, Grazzini, Kallweit, Mazzitelli (2019)]

•Advancement made it possible to easily perform mixed QCD-EW corrections 
[de Florian, Der, Fabre (2018); Cieri, de Florian, Der, Mazzitelli (2020);  Delto, Jaquier, Melnikov, 
Röntsch+Behring, Buccioni, FC (2018-2021), Buonocore, Grazzini, Tramontano + Kallweit, Savoini 
(2020-21); see also inclusive results by Bonciani, Buccioni, Rana, Vicini (2020) and 2L amplitude by Heller, 
von Manteuffel, Schabinger, Spiesberger (202)]
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/ Yr
,

Iii + in :TREE
/ Yr
,

Iii + in :TREE
/ Yr
,

Iii + in :TREE
•First results using 2→3@2L: 3γ production [Chawdhry, Czakon, 

Mitov, Poncelet (2019); Kallweit, Sotnikov, Wiesemann (2020)]

•From ``proof of concept’’ to interesting pheno studies: γγ isolation [Gehrmann, Glover, 

Huss, Whitehead (2020)], jet-binning in VH [Gauld, Gehrmann-de Ridder, Glover, Huss, Maier (202)]

•Mixed QCD-EW: impact on the W mass [Behring, Buccioni, FC, Delto Jaquier, Melnikov, 

Röntsch (2021)], impact of finite-width corrections [Buonocore, Grazzini, Kallweit, Savoini, 
Tramontano (2021)]

•More exploration in HF: bb [Catani, Devoto, Grazzini, Kallweit, Mazzitelli (2020)], 
first steps towards ttH [Catani, Fabre, Grazzini, Kallweit (2021)]

see V. Sotnikov’s talk
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Figure 16. Re-evaluation of figure 5 from [17] showing the effects of the modified scale choice and
isolation criteria on the prediction.
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Figure 1: W transverse momentum distribution for the W+H
+jet production process. The panels are described in the main
text.

emissions. The transverse momentum of the leading jet,
on the other hand, shows very large corrections with large
uncertainties in the high-pT tail. This can be explained
by the fact that this region is dominated by two high-
pT jets recoiling against each other, while the colour-
neutral WH system is produced almost at rest. As a
consequence, the exclusive process is strongly suppressed
in the tail and the formal accuracy of the prediction ef-
fectively degrades by an order. The scale uncertainties of
the NNLO prediction are therefore at the level of ±10%
here, which is more characteristic of an NLO prediction.
Further theoretical improvement in this kinematic regime
could be achieved by considering jet-veto resummation in
the presence of a hadronic jet [32].
Overall, we observe that the inclusive process exhibits
an excellent perturbative convergence with small correc-
tions and tiny residual scale uncertainties. The observ-
ables in the exclusive process receive larger QCD correc-
tions and the error prescription of Eq. (2) is crucial in
obtaining overlapping uncertainty bands and thus reli-
able estimates for them. The veto e�ciencies are already

well captured at NLO, with the NNLO prediction lying
well within the uncertainty estimate of the previous or-
der with uncertainty bands that are typically reduced by
more than a factor of two.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented the computation of precise predic-
tions for di↵erential observables related to the associated
production of an on-shell Higgs boson with a (leptonic-
ally decaying) charged vector boson and a hadronic jet
for proton-proton collisions at 13TeV. These predictions
include both Drell–Yan-like and top quark loop-induced
contributions, for which we have included QCD correc-
tions up to O(↵3

s ) and O(↵2

syt) for the first time.
We have considered observables related to both inclusive
and exclusive jet rates. In the case of inclusive jet pro-
duction, the perturbative corrections to the central value
are small (flat K-factors close to unity) and the residual
theoretical uncertainties are considerably reduced. For
exclusive jet production, the perturbative corrections are
O(�10%) negative and the theoretical uncertainty is re-
duced to O(5%) for the considered distributions. It is
found that the NLO and NNLO predictions for the ex-
clusive process are consistent only when the uncorrelated
prescription for evaluating the theoretical uncertainty in
exclusive jet rates is applied. This is an important res-
ult as it verifies that the current approach taken by the
experimental collaborations [4, 5] to evaluate the theor-
etical uncertainty on the signal process is reliable.
The theoretical modelling of the signal process, defined in
terms of exclusive jet bins, contributes to one of the main
sources of systematic uncertainty in the experimental
measurements of the VH(+jet) process, and we have
shown here how this uncertainty can be substantially re-
duced through the inclusion of NNLO QCD corrections.
In the future, the computation of all Higgs Strahlung
modes (including a negatively charged or a neutral gauge
boson in association with a hard jet) will allow for a
comprehensive study of the theoretical uncertainties for
all VH(+jet) modes with high precision. Such a study
will be vital in reducing the uncertainty associated to
the signal modelling in future VH(+jet) measurements
at the LHC, which will ultimately improve the experi-
mental sensitivity to the Higgs-boson couplings. Such a
study is envisaged for future work.
We would like to thank Jonas Lindert for facilitating the
use and inclusion of OpenLoops amplitudes into our com-
putations, and to Hannah Arnold, Brian Moser, Tristan
du Pree for discussions on experimental aspects of this
work. Furthermore we thank Xuan Chen, Juan Cruz-
Martinez, James Currie, Thomas Gehrmann, Marius
Höfer, Tom Morgan, Jan Niehues, João Pires, Duncan
Walker, and James Whitehead for useful discussions and
their many contributions to the NNLOJET code. This
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Figure 2: The impact of mixed QCD-electroweak corrections to pp ! W+(e+⌫) production at 13 TeV LHC on various kinematic
distributions including lepton rapidity and transverse momentum, the transverse momentum of the W -boson and the transverse
mass. NLO electroweak corrections are also shown. See text for details.

of the neutrino p?,miss are larger than 15 GeV and that the absolute value of the positron rapidity does not exceed
|ye| < 2.4. We also set the factorization and renormalization scales to be equal µR = µF = µ and choose µ = MW /2

as the central scale for our computations.

To present the results, we write the fiducial cross section as

�pp!W+ = �LO +��NLO,↵s
+��NLO,↵,+��NNLO,↵↵s

+ .... (130)

where the first term on the right hand side is the leading order cross section, the second term is the NLO QCD
contribution, the third term is the NLO electroweak contribution and the last one is the mixed QCD-electroweak
contribution. Ellipses in Eq.(130) stand for other contributions to the cross section, e.g. NNLO QCD ones.

We show the fiducial cross sections pp ! W + X, using the cuts described above, in Table I. It follows from this
table that NLO electroweak contributions are tiny – they modify the leading order cross section by just about �0.02

percent. For comparison, we note that NNLO QCD corrections are of the order of a few percent. We note that
the smallness of these corrections is partially related to our choice of the Gµ renormalization scheme which appears
to reduce the impact of electroweak corrections significantly. Although quite small as well, mixed QCD-electroweak
corrections turn out to be larger than the NLO electroweak ones, at least for the setup considered here.

The relative importance of mixed QCD-electroweak corrections, at least compared to NLO electroweak corrections,
is also apparent from the kinematic distributions shown in Fig. 2. These distributions are computed with the fiducial
cuts described above; results shown in Fig. 2 are obtained for µ = MW /2. The y-axes in the lower panes correspond
to bin-by-bin ratios of NLO electroweak and mixed QCD-electroweak contributions to NLO QCD cross sections

d�i =
d��i

d�LO + d��NLO,↵s

. (131)

In Fig. 2 we show the rapidity and transverse momentum distributions of the charged lepton as well as the transverse
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•We now see the phenomenological fruits:  
✤ good subtraction schemes + good computational tools for resummation: fully 

differential N3LO 
✤ good subtraction schemes, new tools for scattering amplitudes: (massless) 

2→3@NNLO within reach

•As we explore further, and become more and more precise, new 
interesting issues come about 
✤ fiducial region and infrared sensitivity

•In the recent past: a lot of improvement in fixed-order calculations 
✤ 2-loop amplitudes 
✤ subtraction schemes  
✤ Computational tools (→ ingredients for N3LL resummation)

•Did not mention many other developments (NNLOPS…)



Thank you very much for your attention!
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